WITH CONTENT THIS RICH, YOUR WHOLE WORLD IS ON STAGE

Entertainment, TV, movies, news, music and more, wherever you fly
Now, wherever you travel in your business aircraft, the definitive in-flight entertainment experience can be yours. And not just the latest movies, music, TV shows, destinations and games, but also the latest news and events happening in the world you are traversing.

Introducing Stage™ on demand from Collins Aerospace. With Stage, every seat in your aircraft cabin becomes the finest seat in the house. To make your Stage experience truly remarkable, we’ve left nothing out:

Inviting, intuitive design – As you browse selections on the content offerings menu, you’ll note the thoughtful technology design that creates an enjoyable user experience from start to finish. The way Stage presents information to you will make it feel as comfortable as your home system – made airworthy.

Richest range and depth of content – Your choices for how you’d like to spend flight time have never been more expansive. Select movies from major entertainment studios as well as independents. Get caught up on your favorite TV shows. Or, opt to load your own content such as corporate videos, vacation videos and music. All this and more is waiting for you on board.

Accessibility for the latest movies – In addition to main content offerings, Stage also gives you special access to the widest range of movies Hollywood has to offer. If you missed it in the theater, you can still see it on Stage.

Real-time world updates – Stay in touch with news feeds, headlines, stocks and other financial information, sports and weather.

Smooth delivery – Stage streams your preferred content to your personal mobile device and laptop with elegant efficiency.
SLEEK CONTENT MANAGEMENT FOR THE FLIGHT DIRECTOR

Your principal wants the latest entertainment options, news and destination information that will make time in the air feel like time well spent. You want a simpler, faster way to manage all that content.

Stage on demand from Collins Aerospace brings everything you need together in one streamlined, intuitive service that is as much a pleasure to use for the flight director as it is for the principal. Its rich array of features includes:

**Robust, easy-to-manage content catalog** – Sleekly designed specifically for the flight director or delegate, Stage’s cloud-based content manager offers hundreds of pre-approved digital rights management (DRM) content choices. Every month, the store is refreshed with the latest movie releases, music, hit TV shows, independent features, destinations, events and more.

And with 2 TB of on-board storage, you’ll have all the room you need for both subscription and operator provided content on every flight.

**Quick, easy content loading** – Stage gives you many loading options, including a smart sync app that loads just what’s needed.

**Wi-Fi® distribution** – Passengers will be able to access Stage content from their Android™ and iOS personal devices and from laptops or other devices using the Chrome browser.

**Customized content profiles** – Today, your principal is taking a business flight; tomorrow, a family vacation. Stage lets you create different profiles for different types of flights. Each offers content tailored to the occasion and the mission.

**Subscription simplicity** – Choose the movies, TV shows and other content you want as part of a subscription designed for you.

Learn more about the outstanding performance that awaits you on Stage.

rockwellcollins.com/stage

Manage your account, select movies and more, define profiles, use the content gauge to know what space is available on the server and choose the means of loading the way you want.